MILLER, PATTI The Last One Who Remembers Allen & Unwin 199/47
Mark Tredinnick
MILLET, JOHN Dragonfly Tie Five Islands Press 193/50 Michael Costigan
MILNER, ANTHONY (ed) Australia in Asia OUP 192/25 Alison Broinowski
MILNER, ANTHONY & MARY QUILTY (eds) Australia In Asia OUP 192/25 Alison Broinowski
MITCHELL, SUSAN Icons, Saints and Divas HarperCollins 191/12 Marilyn
Lake
MODJESKA, DRUSILLA, AMANDA LOHREY & ROBERT DESSAIX Secrets Pan Macmillan 196/8 Morag
Fraser
MUNRO, MORNDI & MARY ANN JEBB (ed) Emerarra Magabala Books 196/30 Rosemary O‘Grady
MORGAN, SALLY & BRONWYN BANCROFT In Your Dreams FACP 196/66 Litner Hunter
MORIMOTO, JUNKO (trans, ISAO MORIMOTO) The Two Bullies Random House 193/62 Nicola
Robinson
MORRIS, JILL (illus, SHARONDYE) The Wombat Who Talked to the Stars Greater Glider Publications 192/62
Litner Hunter
MUDROOROO Milli Milli Wangka Hyland House 195/18 Cassandra
Pybus
MUECKE, STEPHEN No Road FACP 191/33 Chris Healy
MULVANEY, JOHN et al (eds) My Dear Spencer Hyland House 197/21
Barry Hill
MURPHY, LIZZ Pearls and Bullets Island Press 196/57 Lauren Williams
MURPHY, LIZZ (ed) Wee Girls Spinfex Press 188/58 Barbara Oakman
MURPHY, PETER and SOPHIE WATSON Surface City Pluto Press 191/32 Robin Gerster
MURRAY, LES A Working Forest Duffy & Snellgrove 193/45 Andrew
Taylor
NG, LILLIAN Swallowing Clouds Penguin 197/48 Terri-anne White
NICHOLS, DAVID The Go Betweens Allen & Unwin 191/65 Lisa Kerrigan
NICHOLSON, PETER A Dwelling Place Wellington Lane Press 193/50
Michael Costigan

NIEUWENHUIZEN, JOHN Asleep at the Wheel ABC Books 194/66 Suzy
Foerster
NOWRA, LOUIS Red Nights Picador 191/40 Andrew Riener
OLIVER, BOBBIE Peacemongers FACP 193/65 Margaret Steinberger
OLESEN, JOHN Drawn from Life Duffy & Snellgrove 195/41 David Dolan
O‘REGAN, TOM Australian National Cinema Routledge 196/21 David Carter
OSTROW, RUTH Hot and Sweaty Pan Macmillan 193/64 Eleanor Hogan
OWEN, DAVID The Devil Taker Mandarin 189/53 J.R.Carroll
PAGE, GEOFF The Secret WHA 189/56 Andrew Taylor
PAGE, GEOFF and POOARAAR The Great Forgetting Aboriginal Studies Press in assoc. with National Museum of Australia 189/54 Jeri Kroll
PANA, IRINA GRIGORESCU The Tomis Complex Peter Lang 189/46 Andrew Riener
PAPAELLINAS, GEORGE No Vintage 195/24 Laurie Clancy
PARR, BRUCE (ed) Australian Gay and Lesbian Plays Currency 189/58
Merrielle Moss
PASCOE, BRUCE Ruby-eyed Coucal Magabala 190/44 Katharine England
PASSMORE, JOHN Memoirs of a Semi-detached Australian MUP 197/17
Max Charlesworth
PEARCE, BARRY Margaret Oelley Art Gallery of NSW 189/42 M.E. McGuire
PERTOTTI, TONY Off the Deep End Flamingo 193/41 Ann Skea
PERVERSI, MARGARET (illus, RON BROOKS) Henry’s Bath Viking 193/62
Nicola Robinson
PERVERSI, MARGARET (illus, RON BROOKS) Henry’s Bed Viking 193/62
Nicola Robinson
PETER, SONJA & PAMELA LOFTS (eds) Tarritji Aboriginal Studies Press 195/64 Eleanor Hogan
PETSINIS, TOM The French Mathematician Penguin 195/25 James Bradley
PHILLIPS, CATH River’s Edge Black Wattle Press 192/65 Marcus Niski
PINSON, PETER Emanuel Raft Craftsman House 193/12 Sasha
Grishin
PLAYFORD, PHILLIP Carpet of Silver UWAP 188/9 Christopher
Bantick
PLUSS, NICOLE Beach Baby Penguin YA 190/59 Margaret Dunkle
POIGNANT, ROSLYN and AXEL POIGNANT Encounter at Nagalarramba National Library of Australia 189/16 Kevin Murray
POMIAN, RAPHAELLE Gifts and Sorrows Black Pepper 188/59 Barbara
Oakman
PORTER, PETER Dragons in Their Pleasant Palaces OUP 193/47 Michael
Sharkey
POST, SUE-ANN A Bit of a Postscript Penguin 197/67 Marcus Niski
PREST, WILFRED (ed) A Portrait of John Brazy Wakefield Press 194/14 Alex
Castles
PRIEST, JOAN Sir Harry Gibbs Scribblers Publishing 188/19 Thomas
Shapcott
PRIOR, NATALIE JANE London Calling UQP 191/59 Margot Hillel
PRIOR, TOM They trusted men Wilkinson Books 189/22 Michael
McGirr
PUFFIN The Puffin Treasury of Australian Children’s Stories Viking/ Puffin 196/61 Peter Nicholls
RAYNER, MOIRA Rooting Democracy Allen & Unwin 191/28 Deborah
Zion
REEDER, STEPHANIE OWEN (illus, DADANG CHRISTANTO) The Flaming Witch Random House 194/64 Nicola Robinson
REITTER, DAVID P. Hemingway in Spain and Selected Poems Interactive Press 197/58 Bev Braune
RICHARDS, TIM The Prince Allen & Unwin 190/46 Philippa Hawker
RICKARD, JOHN A Family Romance MUP 192/64 Margaret Steinberger
RICKS, JAMES Eleven Months in Banbury Allen & Unwin 195/33 Airlie
Lawson
RIDDLE, TOBY The Great Escape from City Zoo A & R 193/62 Nicola
Robinson